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Slide
Hx Nitro TIJ Coder

Long-Throw Distance for Recessed & Uneven Surfaces




LEARN MORE
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Hx Ultro Bulk Ink TIJ

Full TIJ Feature While Reducing Cost Per Print




LEARN MORE
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Hx Cartro DOD

Small Footprint, Fade-proof, Maintenance-free Carton Printer




LEARN MORE
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Hx Traverse System Integration

Seamless Multi-track Coding in Vertical or Horizontal Form Fill Seal Line




LEARN MORE
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Coding and Marking Solution





























 
 






Primary Coding Solution
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Hx Nitro TIJ



Ideal for small to medium-scale manufacturing and low-volume production lines. No technical expertise required. No maintenance and easy to install and operate. Web-based monitoring and data entry.





Buy from MapleJet Online Store (Available for Canada & US)
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Hx Ultro Smart Bulk Ink TIJ



Perfect for high-volume manufacturing lines of fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) such as packaged foods, beverages, cosmetics, and over-the-counter drugs. Reliable ‘prime-in-field’ ready smart bulk ink delivery that lowers the cost of print comparable to continuous inkjet printing. Use with multi-platform web-based monitoring and message designing application.





Learn More








 
 





























 
 






Secondary Coding Solution
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Hx Cartro DOD



Small footprint and robust lightweight box coding solution for outer case printing. Quick and user-friendly data entry and no SD card required for message transfer. Stand-alone seamless integration to any taping or strapping machinery. 





Learn More




























 
 






 The Future of Coding and Marking
 
 
 Marking Things Simple!
 
 





















 
 






Learn More













































 
 








Fast Drying Inks





Solvent and semi-solvent fast-drying inks compatibility














Efficient





Monitor and improve production line efficiency using a smart device and built-in tools














Remote Connection





Receive technical support and add new features remotely














WiFi Capabilities





Future proof connectivity, control and monitor multiple inkjet printers wirelessly on a smart device





























 
 








Why Hx Industrial Inkjet Printer?













  

User-Friendly Industrial Inkjet Printer







Hx printers are simple to use with fewer parts that remove complexity in integrating onto production lines. Its simplicity allows for low running costs while providing smart abilities. This includes the ability to monitor production lines, perform self-health diagnostic, calculate estimated ink consumption, and more.






  

No Maintenance Inkjet Coding







Avoiding downtime is important in all aspects of the manufacturing process. Hence, unlike other industrial inkjet printers such as continuous inkjet (CIJ) printing, Hx printers save you regular maintenance and engineer visits that cost and create production delays.






  

Low Cost of Ownership







Since there is no need for expensive parts and services, Hx coding printer offers flexibility and better performance at a lower price compared to CIJ printing technology.






  

Higher Throw Distance Ink Cartridge







Achieve up to 10mm throw distance while maintaining excellent print quality and adhesion on various packaging substrates with our eUrex ink cartridge. Regular thermal inkjet printers can only print at a 2mm throw distance.






  

Instant Drying Ink







We understand that your production demands speed, instant drying times, and perfect adhesion. Therefore, we gathered a complete library of ink formulas to fulfill your requirements.






  

State-of-the-Art Coding Printer







Design messages, change print parameters, and monitor the status of the printer using any smart device like a smartphone, tablet, or computer wirelessly. Upgrade printer software yourself with the push of a button and connect other devices like barcode scanners, scales, and PLCs to your printer as a print data source/database.






  

Compatibility To Various Industries







MapleJet’s industrial inkjet printer allows easy integration into various types of production lines such as Vertical & Horizontal Line Form Filling Machine- Rewinder Machine- Automated Conveyor – Standard conveyor, and so on.






  

Small Footprint Coding Printer







Hx Nitro is extremely compact and lightweight without compromising on industrial structure and built quality. Highly flexible and scalable to be installed on any size of the production line.



























 
Coding And Marking In Various Industries

MapleJet’s Coding and Marking technologies are used in many Industry Applications


Buy from MapleJet Online Store (Available for Canada & US) 

  
Food Industry



 
 MapleJet coding and marking printers offer flexible and reliable solutions to various food applications. That is why it is designed to complement with food industry’s high speed and high volume production line requirement.
 

Read more


 
Beverage Industry



 
 With MapleJet’s decade of expertise in bottle packaging lines, it offers various solutions to cater to the requirement of the beverages industry. Indeed, this industry has one of the most demanding production environments for coding and marking
 

Read more


 
Pharmaceutical, Cosmetics and Personal Care Industry



 
 MapleJet industrial inkjet printers are designed for printing high-quality codes onto pharmaceutical packaging.
 

Read more


 
Building Materials



 
 MapleJet coding and marking printers offer easy to use and cost-effective solution. It is capable of printing on various substrates such as flexible materials, cartons, boxes, PET bottles, PVC pipes, glass bottles, metal cans, etc.
 

Read more
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Hx UltroTechnology
 Printing Green: Why Bulk Ink TIJ Printer Wins the Sustainability Race   

Read Article 







 


 

ApplicationsHx Ultro
 The Rise of TIJ Printing Technology in Flexible Packaging Coding     

Read Article 







 


 

ApplicationsHx Nitro
 MapleJet Hx Nitro: The Industrial Coding Solution for the European Wood Printing Industry   

Read Article 







 


 

ApplicationsHx Ultro
 Unveiling the MapleJet Hx Ultro: High-Speed, Bulk Ink TIJ Printer for Flexible Packaging 

Read Article 







 


 

ApplicationsEvent
 MapleJet CEO’s Landmark Visit to India: Strengthening Ties and Expanding Horizons   

Read Article 







 


 

ApplicationsHx Nitro
 From Farm to Cup: Ensuring Quality and Compliance in Coffee Packaging with Thermal Inkjet (TIJ) Technologies 

Read Article 










Read Blog Posts

  























Events we participate…
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Don’t take our word for it







Our Clients Absolutely Adore Us


















 
 






 “Printer and service has been great. Thank you!” 
Stacey D.













 “We recently bought an Hx Nitro TIJ printer from their online store. fast delivery from local warehouse and installation was a breeze. they have a good library of training videos for DIY installation, no technician needed.” 
Totaltech Solutions













 “Great prints and long lasting cartridge. Had a software issue with Vanguard Create and customer service was A+ in helping getting it solved.” 
Victor C.










 
 






Let's Gets Started
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Founded in 2007 in Toronto, Canada, MapleJet’s Business philosophy is based on finding the perfect balance between quality, simplicity, and low cost of ownership.
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	Hx Cartro Printer
	ProDigit Evo
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Industries
	Food Industry
	Beverage Industry
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	Building Materials









Recent Posts

	
Printing Green: Why Bulk Ink TIJ Printer Wins the Sustainability Race  
March 27, 2024





Policies



	Privacy Policy
	Shipping Policy
	Return Policy
	Terms and Conditions








Contact Us
 4 Vata Court Unit 20, Aurora, Ontario, L4G 4B6 Canada

Phone:

+1(833)387-7490              +1(905)482-3106

Email: [email protected]




Follow Us
 





	Facebook
	LinkedIn
	YouTube





 International - Switch Country

 India
 United Arab EmiratesInternational
















© 2024 MapleJet.
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Founded in 2007 in Toronto, Canada, MapleJet’s Business philosophy is based on finding the perfect balance between quality, simplicity and low cost of ownership.




 Head Office


4 Vata Court, Unit 20

Ontario, L4G 4B6, Canada

T: (833) 387-7490
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This site uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By tapping ‘Accept’, you consent our use of cookies.
ACCEPT 


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.











Advertisement 


Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.











Others 


Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.





















SAVE & ACCEPT
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So you are from ?





Oceania


Asia


India


United Arab Emirates


Europe


MENA


United Arab Emirates


 







Visit International 
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